Integrated circuits, manufactured in CMOS technology, have been developed as diffusion-based charged particle spectrometers for space applications. Current designs are single-chip spectrometers capable of uniquely identifying and counting electrons and heavy ions. A four-chip spectrometer designed to count protons and heavy ions was flown on the Clementine spacecraft. The spectrometer proton data is compared to GOES-6 proton data for the 21 February I994 solar proton event.
I. INTRODUCTION
Flight data from a four-chip CMOS spectrometer designed to count protons for the Clementine spacecraft is presented. The spectrometer proton data is compared to GOES-6 proton data for the 21 February 1994 solar proton event. The Active Pixel Sensor (APS) noise floor measurements are shown to extend CMOS charged particle spectrometer methods into the electron region. Space Technology Research Vehicle-2 (STRV-2) APS CMOS proton and electron Spectrometer design methods are presented. CMOS charged particle spectrometers represent a low cost method of collecting trapped charged particle data €or replacing the AE8 electron and AP8 proton models, the international radiation design standards used in earth orbiting spacecraft design.
CMOS SRAM SPECTROMETER DESIGN
The SRAM design was submitted to the MOS Implementation System (MOSIS) and fabricated at a 1.2 pm n-well double-metal CMOS/epi foundry. A schematic diagram of the SRAM cell is shown in Figure 1 . The pulsed current source is used to model a particle strike on drain Dn2 when calculating the critical charge required to upset a cell with SPICE [l] . Charge collection takes place in picoseconds and is digitized within each cell making the SRAM design insensitive to radiation induced dark current [2] . This cell differs from that of a standard six-transistor SRAM cell in three ways: (1) the source of the p-MOSFET, Mp2!, is connected to an adjustable offset voltage, Vo, instead of WDD to provide a control of the cells critical charge: (2) the drain area of n-MOSFET Mn2, Dn2, has been enlarged by a factor of four over minimum to enhance upset rates, thus reducing measurement time; and (3) the cell is imbalanced by widening Mn2 over minimum to enhance its sensitivity to charged panicles versus VO. In operation all the memory cells are written into a "sensitive" state where Mn2 is tumed OFF and Mp2 is tumed ON, connecting Vo to the bloated drain, Dn2. VO is then lowered from VDD = 5 V allowing the SRAM to accumulate cell upsets at a given Vo value, Thereafter Vo is retumed to VDD and the cells read to determine the number of cell upsets.
nI. CMOS APS SPECTROMETER DESIGN
Current CMOS chip spectrometer designs are Active Pixel Sensor (APS) chips that are also being developed by NASA as, light weight, low power, optical imagers [3,4,5]. APS spectrometers are being utilized on the Space Technology Research Vehicle-2 (STRV-2) to count trapped protons and electrons and to demonstrate electron counting. The STRV-2 APS and the Clementine SRAM spectrometers are both fabricated in 1.2 pm n-well technology through MOSIS.
The CMOS APS, along with readout circuits, is shown schematically in Figure 2 [4] . The pixel unit cell consists of a photodiode (PD), a source-follower input transistor, a rowselection transistor and a row-reset transistor. At the bottom of each column of pixels, there is a load transistor VLP and two output branches to store the reset and signal levels. Each branch consists of a sample and hold capacitor (CS or CR) with a sampling switch (SHS or SHR) and a second sourcefollower with a column-selection switch (COL). Figure 2 . APS CMOS photodiode pixel circuit schematic showing pixel, with row reset and row select, and column sample and hold capacitors.
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The reset and signal levels are read out differentially, suppressing l/f noise and fixed pattern noise (not kTC noise) from the pixel. If the signal levels are read out twice, once before integration and once after integration, kTC noise is also suppressed [6] . These readout circuits are common to an entire column of pixels. The load transistors of the second set of source followers (VLN) are common to the entire array. In operation a row is selected and the signal level V3 is stored on CS. The row is then reset and reset level V4 is stored on CR.
Each column is then readout through a differential amplifier giving (V3-Vq). This voltage difference can be histogrammed and a new row selected or stored in memory for kTC noise suppression. For kTC noise suppression the row must be readout twice each time it is selected [6] . The row is reset again, after the first column read and reset level Vi is stored on CR. The row reset is then turned off and signal level V2 is stored on CS. Each column is then readout for the second time giving (V2-Vi). For frame number n, pixel kTC noise is suppressed by the following equation: 
Iv. SRAM SPECTROMETER CALIBRATION
Selected SRAMs from the Clementine flight fabrication run were calibrated with protons. In effect, protons were used to measure a Si equivalent dead layer or over layer thickness and a Si charge collection layer thickness for the Clementine SRAM. The APS values are estimated for use in chip design. Figure 4 shows the Clementine SRAM and STRV-2 APS layer thicknesses and the labeling convention used in modeling calibration data, where E2 is the particle energy above the chip, AE3 = E2 -E3 is the energy lost in the over layer, and hEA = E3 -EA is the energy deposited in the charge collection layer. Proton energy as a function of range is computed using the fit equation shown in Figure 5 . This equation is derived from a fit to the TRIM [7] computer code. The error bars indicate longitudinal range straggling.
The Clementine proton spectrometer design, SRAM cell, is an integral spectrometer [l] . All particles depositing more than the threshold energy are counted. Representative chips from the flight fabrication run were calibrated using the Caltech Tandem Van de Graaff proton accelerator. Calibration data was taken at normal incidence with 0.75, 1.0, and 2.0 MeV protons. The mean value threshold energies, where half the protons hitting a sensitive node, Dn2, are counted. These mean values are plotted in Figure 6 Figure 7 . The 1 MeV wide energy window is also shown.
Q)
.c z- The Clementine spectrometer is sensitized to protons for 100 seconds, every other 100 second period, for one hour, giving an on time fraction, fori, of 0.5. During the other 100 second period the threshold is lifted above the computed injection peak value, shown in Figure 6 for protons, to measure proton induced nuclear reactions. The energy window width, AE measured with protons, also shown in Figure 6 , is 1 MeV. The instrument is designed with a 2n-sr field of view, Cl. The pixel sensitive area has an as drawn cross section, G, of 42.12 pm2. Each pixel can only count one proton in each 100 second proton sensitive period and there are 18 sensitive periods each hour. There are 4096 pixels, NT, on each chip and N is the measured number of counts per hour in each chip.
The spectrometer measured hourly fluence, F, in units of (protons/cm2-sr-MeV-hr) outside the shields is given by: , and GOES-6 hourly fluencies are plotted in Figure   8 . The GOES-6 extemal-environment proton-energy windows, Emin and Emax, are, P1 = 0.6 to 4.2 MeV, P2 = 4.2 to 8.7
MeV, P3 = 8.7 to 14 MeV, and P4 = 15 to 44 MeV. The Clementine and GOES-6 energy spectra for the total measured fluence on 21 Feb. 94 are shown in Figure 9 . The data point energies, E l , are taken at the center of the energy windows, (Emin + Emax)/2, listed in Table 1 for the Clementine instrument and above for the GOES-6 instrument.
VI. A P S SPECTROMETER CALIBRATION
The partial charge collection from peripheral hits would contaminate electron data. Both the Clementine SRAM and the standard APS photodiode collect partial charge from peripheral hits outside their sensitive nodes. The response to alpha particles is shown in Figure 10 . The partial charge collection from hits outside the sensitive nodes makes these designs unusable for electron counting. For this reason the STRV-2 APS pixel is designed to suppress peripheral hit charge collection by blocking charge diffusion paths to the sensitive node. This is partially accomplished by placing the pixels in a n-well. The well geometry changes the charge collection thickness, as shown in Figure 4 . All poly and metal layers are removed from above the sensitive node reducing the over layer thickness. The new thicknesses are estimated in Particle identification regions are shown in Figure 11 . The measured energy in these regions is unique for each particle type. The APS design is a differential spectrometer where the pulse height associated with each measured energy is histogrammed into a differential energy spectrum. This allows the APS to operate with unity on-time fraction, fon. A 60" cutoff angle is used to compute the maximum cord length response in Figure 11 . Reducing this angle would decrease the energy window widths. Figure 11 . APS n-well pixel, normal incident and 60" maximum cord length, measured energy regions that are unique to cach particle type a.. a function of the particle E2 energy windows.
The APS design extends CMOS spectrometers into the electron region shown in Figure 11 , The standard photodiode APS design room temperature noise floor, without kTC noise suppression, is measured with 5.9 keV X-rays and this is compared 10 the SRAM spontaneous Rip curve derivative in Figure 12 . The APS X-ray spectrum was taken after a 1 krad silicon total CO-60 dose. The APS noise is about one quarter fixed patteni a i d Ihree quarters in pixel, one half kTC and one half all other sources including radiation induced dark current shot noise. The SRAM noise is fixed pattern dominated and ha\ 110 dark current shot noise component. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The CMOS charged particle spectrometer injection peak energy window and shield energy filter approach to measuring charged particle energy spectra in space has been proven as a low mass and low power method on the Clementine flight experiment. The differential spectrometer APS design approach allows unity on time fraction operation. The APS noise floor extends CMOS charged particle spectrometer methods into the electron region. The STRV-2 flight will verify the APS CMOS charged particle spectrometer as a low cost method of collecting trapped charged particle data for replacing AE8 electron and AP8 proton models, the international radiation standards used in earth orbiting spacecraft design.
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